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Sensitivity of urban rainfall to anthropogenic
heat flux: A numerical experiment
Christopher Claus Holst1, Chi-Yung Tam2, and Johnny C. L. Chan1,3

1School of Energy and Environment, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 2Earth System Science Programme, Chinese
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 3Guy Carpenter Asia-Pacific Climate Impact Centre, City University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong

Abstract In this paper we investigate the sensitivity of local precipitation statistics to surface heat fluxes in
an urban subdomain in the Pearl River Delta region, which is situated along the coast of south China. By
conducting simulations of a past record-breaking rainfall event with a cloud-resolving model, we found that
rainfall rates and the spatial distribution of accumulated rainfall are very sensitive to imposed urban surface
heat fluxes. Diagnostics of the planetary boundary layer show increasing fluctuations of turbulence and
buoyant turbulence production with increasing surface heat emission, causing increased near-surface mixing
and convection. Heavy precipitation rates show a higher sensitivity than lighter rates. The extreme tail of the
distribution is hence more affected. This study serves as an example of how sensitive the magnitude of local
high impact weather phenomena can be to local forcing.

1. Introduction

Observations of the urban effects on precipitation began many decades ago. Some early studies noted that
large urban areas could potentially intensify the rainfall associated with passing storms [e.g., Atkinson, 1971].
Ackerman et al. [1978] concluded from the Metropolitan Meteorological Experiment [Huff and Changnon,
1972; Changnon, 1979] that precipitation downwind of urban St. Louis in the United States was increased
relative to other sectors. Many recent studies also indicated an increase in rainfall over and downwind of
major cities [e.g., Bornstein and LeRoy, 1990; Shepherd et al., 2002; Mote et al., 2007]. Niyogi et al. [2011]
observed that medium-size storms tend to occur upstream of Indianapolis in the U.S., while slow and
larger-size storms dominated the spectrum downstream of the city. Consistent with the above, there is also
evidence that lightning activity is enhanced over urban areas during summer [Orville et al., 2001; Steiger and
Orville, 2003]. Urban strengthening of thunderstorms was also observed in southern China related to a tropi-
cal cyclone [Meng et al., 2007]. Based on satellite data, Krishtawal et al. [2010] found statistically significant
differences in rainfall rate probability density functions between urban and rural areas, showing that urban
areas tend to have higher precipitation rates.

Besides using observational data, numerical models with various degrees of complexity have also been
adopted to identify physical mechanisms through which urban environments—or urban heat islands (UHI)
—can impact on precipitation. Vukovich and Dunn [1978] found that UHI-related changes of the boundary
layer stability can lead to urban modification of rainfall. The purely dynamical effect of increased surface
roughness near urban locales can also lead to enhanced convergence [Thielen et al., 2000]. Bornstein and
Lin [2000] found that mesoscale storms can be bifurcated by the presence of a city. Low-level moisture from
urban regions can also be conducive to convective development [Dixon and Mote, 2003]. Urban-induced
circulation changes can cause enhanced convergence leading to moisture transport from the ocean, as
evidenced by a case study of heavy rainfall event over Mumbai [Lei et al., 2008].

This study investigates how human activities might influence the local-scale precipitation via one particular
physical process, namely, surface heat release over urban areas. Anthropogenic heat (AH) is the man-made
heat released due to electric energy consumption, burning of fuel or the presence of humans in general.
Oke [1988] reported a peak AH value of 1200Wm�2 based on measurements at one particular location in
Hong Kong during summer. Ichinose et al. [1999] also found AH greater than 1000Wm�2 in some of the
busiest sites in Tokyo. AH values can also be modeled, based on population density and other spatial and
temporal information on traffic, electricity consumption, etc. Using one such model, Allen et al. [2011] esti-
mated that peak AH can reach about 200Wm�2 in some locations in Tokyo, on an approximately 4 km×4 km
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grid mesh (see their Figure 12). However, many uncertainties exist in the assumptions required to establish
such data sets; an accurate estimation of AH is still challenging [see, e.g., Bohnenstengel et al., 2011, 2014].

Here we seek to study the sensitivity of heavy precipitation to AH over Hong Kong and the Pearl River Delta
(PRD) region, by conducting mesoscale model experiments using different AH values in the lower boundary.
For simplicity, a diurnally varying but spatially homogeneous flux of AH is imposed within the urban subdo-
main in the model. In the remaining sections of this letter, the setup and design of a modeling experiment
based on a particular heavy rainstorm case will be described, and the sensitivity of model precipitation to
the prescribed AH for such a historical case will be presented, followed by concluding remarks.

2. Model System Setup and Experimental Design

Many modeling studies have confirmed that state-of-the-art mesoscale models can capture heavy rainstorm
events found in various locations over Asia [see, e.g., Lo et al., 2007; Hong and Lee, 2009]. The focus here is on a
record-breaking precipitation event in Hong Kong reported by Wu et al. [2015]. Figure 1a gives the surface
weather map at 0800 Hong Kong Time on 5 June 2008. Since the beginning of June 2008, a quasi-stationary
surface pressure trough had persisted over the northernmost part of the South China Sea (SCS). The system
extended from Vietnam, crossing the Bashi Channel to the south of Taiwan, to the open sea southeast of
Japan. Such low-pressure troughs are frequently observed during the early summer monsoon season. Starting
from 6 June, the trough line slowly migrated northward, accompanying the westward extension of the subtropi-
cal high. On the next day, the trough was seen to hover over the South China Coast, and southerly winds
prevailed in Hong Kong (figure not shown). Within the same day, hourly rain rates reaching 70mmh�1 or more

Figure 1. (a) Surface weather chart depicting the mean sea level pressure (contours) and station weather conditions on
5 June 2008, at 0800 Hong Kong time from the Hong Kong Observatory. (b) Topographic height in the outermost model
domain (units: m); also shown are the middle and the innermost model domains (with boundaries outlined in white).
(c) Land use categories prescribed in WRF; see text for conversion between land use indices and categories. Some of the
most populous cities in the innermost domain, to which this study makes reference, are labeled.
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were recorded at many stations within Hong Kong. On 9 June the weather system was replaced by a ridge line,
when the subtropical high extended even farther westward with its reach covering the SCS.

In this work, numerical experiments are conducted using the Advanced Research Weather Research and
Forecast Model (WRF) [Skamarock et al., 2008] version 3.5.1. Figure 1b shows the nested domains for our
experimental setup. In the outermost domain, WRF is integrated using a horizontal grid spacing of
25 km×25 km, with initial and boundary conditions taken from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction Final Reanalysis data set (FNL; see National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National
Weather Service/NOAA/U.S. Department of Commerce [2000]). Two-way nesting is carried out between the out-
ermost and middle domains (with the latter outlined by the outer rectangular box in Figure 1b, covering the
coastal area surrounding the urban Pearl River Delta), as well as between the middle and the innermost
domains (see the inner box over the PRD area in Figure 1b). Horizontal grid spacings of 5 km×5 km and
1 km×1 km are used in these two daughter domains. For model physics, we select the rapid radiative transfer
model for global model applications [Iacono et al., 2008], and a stochastic subgrid-scale random cloud over-
lapping parameterization to account for radiative energy flux variations due to vertically stacked clouds. The
new simplified Arakawa Schubert scheme [Han and Pan, 2011] is used only in the outermost domain, with no
cumulus parameterization in the inner two domains. We choose the single-moment six class microphysics
scheme [Hong and Lim, 2006]. This version of WRF is coupled to the unified Noah land surface model
(LSM) [Chen and Dudhia, 2001; Tewari et al., 2004], which simulates moisture and temperature subsurface
budgets as well as plant canopy effects based on leaf area index data and land surface categories. The
scheme of Bougeault and Lacarèrre [1989] is used to parameterize subgrid-scale vertical fluxes of horizontal
momentum, heat, and moisture. Finally, we utilize the urban canopy model (UCM) in WRF for the urban
canopy parameterization. The parameterization is turned on over grid boxes with land surface categorized
as “urban.” Figure 1c depicts the land surface categorization adopted by WRF, based on measurements by
the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) in 2004, showing a substantial area near the
mouth of the Pearl River with urban land use (as depicted by the red color in Figure 1c).

To investigate the sensitivity of precipitation and mesoscale circulation to AH, numerical experiments are carried
out using identical initial and lateral boundary conditions, but with WRF integrated based on different AH values
prescribed in the UCM; the latter was then added to the upward surface heat flux S(t) from the LSM for times t,
such that S(t) = SLSM(t) +AHprescribed(t). Here AHprescribed(t) follows a simple diurnal variation, with peaks in the
morning and late afternoon to evening, and lower values during nighttime which represents the typical diurnal
cycle of human activities (see Figure S1 in the supporting information). (The diurnal data are taken from the WRF
package and could be optimized to account for location-specific behavior, e.g., air conditioning usage. As reliable
data sets are not readily available, we have not estimated a proper weighting curve that suits the entire domain.)
The peak of the AH flux can assume the values of 0, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1000Wm�2. In adopting a peak AH
value of 500Wm�2 or more, we seek to reproduce conditions not impossible within city centers. It is noteworthy
that Ichinose et al. [1999] and Oke [1988] reported AH larger than 1000Wm�2 in some of the busiest sites in
Tokyo and Hong Kong, respectively, for point measurements. We investigate how a worst-case scenario of
large-scale urban development (e.g., 500Wm�2 in the MODIS urban domain, which is probably overestimating
urban spatial extent) would affect the local microclimate in subtropical regions. It is unlikely that the value of
1000Wm�2 would occur on large scales as assumed in the most extreme case we study here; hence, we base
our reasoning on the case in which maximum AH value was 500Wm�2.

For each of the above mentioned AH values, ensemble integrations with three members, each of which is
initialized 6 h apart, are carried out during the period of 5 to 8 June 2008. We have tested the robustness
using five members for 0 and 500Wm�2, but the difference in statistics is neglectable, compared to three
members. Finally, in the outermost domain, spectral nudging is applied to the dynamic variables above
700 hPa toward the corresponding FNL values, for every 6 h with a 60min linear ramping function. Only
model results with wave number less than less or equal to wave number 5 (3) in the zonal (meridional)
direction, corresponding to the scale of ~1550 km (1000 km), are nudged toward their counterparts from
FNL.Miguez-Macho et al. [2004] also adopted large-scale spectral nudging in an attempt to ensure conformity
with observations on spatial scales larger than 1000 km.

We compared simulated precipitation fields with radar products that were published by the Hong Kong
Observatory on their website (not shown) and find good spatial agreement for up to 56 h after the
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initialization time. For studying the sensitivity of the system to AH, this is sufficient because other model variables
cannot easily be compared to surface observations when considering complex terrain and built-up environment
(e.g., surface winds, temperature, and moisture variables) due to their dependency on the parameterizations and
correct estimation of mixing heights (which are not routinely measured in Hong Kong).

3. Sensitivity of Model Precipitation to Anthropogenic Heat

Based on these modeling experiments, precipitation rates averaged over the whole simulation period and
over all ensemble members for various AH parameters are computed. Figures 2a and 2d give results for
the prescribed AH values of 0 and 500Wm�2, respectively. For the zero AH case, heavy precipitation occurs
in the vicinity of Macau (see Figure 1c for the locations of various cities within the domain) and to its west
over the southwestern part of the model domain. Such a heavy rain zone is part of a narrow rainband which
extends eastward and covers Hong Kong (see Figure 2a). For the 500Wm�2 AH simulations, in addition to the
above mentioned rainband, heavy precipitation also appears over the more inland locations. In particular,
heavy rainfall in the high AH experiments tends to cluster around the 23°N latitude in the model domain
(see Figures 2d and S2). The latter region is right at the center of the urban area north of the PRD (see
Figure 1c). It is noteworthy that the precipitation intensity over the inland area can be as high as that in
the southern rainband, for the AH= 500Wm�2 experiments. Inspection of other nonzero AH runs reveals
that over these urbanized locations, rainfall rates tend to be stronger in comparison to the zero AH scenario

Figure 2. (a, d) The 5 to 8 June 2008 (96 h) averaged precipitation rates and snapshots of hourly mean values at (b, e) 1100 Hong Kong time on 6 June 2008 and (c, f) 1300
Hong Kong time on 7 June 2008, for AH= 0Wm�2 (Figures 2a–2c) and AH= 500Wm�2 (Figures 2d–2f) model experiments. Mean values for the three-member ensemble
integrations are shown for Figures 2a and 2d. See text for details (unit: mmh�1).
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(see Figure S3). These results suggest that the overall precipitation increase in these locales is likely due to the
presence of higher surface sensible heat flux.

Figures 2b and 2c show the 5min accumulated hourly precipitation rate on 6 June 2008 at 1100 local time,
and on the next day at 1350 from one ensemble member for the zero AH integrations. Their counterparts
from the AH = 500Wm�2 simulations are given in Figures 2e and 2f. It is noteworthy that spatial patterns
of the rainbands from both 0 and 500Wm�2 AH runs are similar to each other (compare Figures 2b and
2e) for the same model time. We have also compared the rain structure with radar echo recorded on 6
June 1100 Hong Kong time with the latter indicating a north-south oriented rainband just west of
Macau, with maximum rain intensity of about 50 to 70mmh�1 (see Figure S4). It is thus encouraging that
our model results bear much resemblance with the observed rain structure. A comparison between the
two modeling runs suggests that there are larger rain rates over some urbanized locations inland in the
stronger AH runs. From the 6 June 2008 snapshots, more intense precipitation in the AH = 500Wm�2 case
can be seen in the northern inland clustering area mentioned above (see Figures 2b and 2e) where the
maximum rain rate that occurred in a single grid box was found to be 40% stronger than that for the zero
AH case at this particular instance. Precipitation rates on 7 June 2008 are also rather different for the two
runs with different AH values. A rather intense convective system is found over the urban area in the high
AH simulations, whereas the rain zone for the zero AH case is located close to the western boundary of the
domain (compare Figures 2c and 2f). (We have also inspected animations of each of the ensemble
integrations for various AH values and found that the numerical solutions do not diverge too much, so
that snapshots from different runs are rather comparable.) Overall, these results suggest that the imposed
AH provides a more unstable environment in the model atmosphere, which is conducive for stronger
convection to occur over urban locales.

We have seen how surface AH release can lead to more intense precipitation in the model environment. To
further relate changes of AH with those in the atmospheric conditions within the planetary boundary layer
(PBL), turbulence kinetic energy (TKE), and the flux Richardson number (Rif) are also computed, based on
WRF outputs from experiments with various AH values. The TKE (denoted by e) tendency equation in σ
coordinates is as follows:

∂e
∂t

¼ �U ∂e
∂X

� V
∂e
∂Y

� :σ
∂e
∂σ

� 1
ρ
∂
∂Z

ρw’e’ � w’u’
∂U
∂X

� w’v’
∂V
∂Y

þ g
θ
w’θ’ � ε;

where the resolved variables are the velocities U, V and :σ:, density ρ, potential temperature θ, and dissipation
ε. Primed variables refer to those unresolved by the model, while overbars represent averaging on the
resolved scales. The flux Richardson number is defined as

Rif ¼
g
θw

’θ’

w’u’ ∂U∂X þ w’v’ ∂V∂Y
:

Physically, it gives the ratio between the buoyant and shear production terms of TKE [see, e.g., Holton, 1992].
Large and negative Rif can occur in buoyant layers, e.g., unstably stratified or convective flows.

Figure3ashows thestandarddeviationofPBL-averagedTKE for the500Wm�2, dividedby that for thezeroAHruns.
Here the “PBL” is defined statically as a layer with a thickness of approximately 2700mcorresponding to the lowest
12model levels, while in the simulation the actual mixing layer depth varies in time and space. By defining a static
PBL, the standard deviation of average TKE gives a reasonable proxy for the variation of mixing in the low tropo-
sphere throughout the simulations. It can be seen that over the ocean as well as a large portion of the land area,
the ratio of the standard deviations is close to unity. However, over most of the urban grid cells within the model
domain (seeFigure1c), TKEfluctuations for thehighAHrunscanbea fewtimesof that forAH=0.Apparently,higher
surfaceheatfluxrelatedtoAHcan leadtoamore turbulentenvironment in themodelPBL,especiallyover the inland
urbanized locations (i.e., between22.5°Nand23.5°N) in thePRD.To furtherassess the relative roleofTKEgeneration
due to buoyancy flux andmechanical production, and how such rolemight change under different AH values, the
ratio of the standard deviation of Rif with AH=500Wm�2 to that from the zero AH experiments is examined
(Figure 3b). The amplitude of Rif indeed becomes stronger for larger AH, again mainly over the urban grid cells.
It isworthmentioning that such sensitivity of thefluxRichardsonnumber variation to theAHparameter resembles
that of TKE (Figure 3a). This implies that the buoyancy generation of TKE becomesmore important due to larger
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surface AH flux over urban locations. Note that the spatial pattern of enhanced TKE (or Rif) amplitudes is largely
consistent with the location of heavier precipitation found in the strong AH runs, in comparison to those with
zero AH. Overall, our results indicate that convection is more active in the urban area when AH is increased.
Moreover, enhanced AH also leads to more turbulent conditions within the PBL due to stronger buoyancy
production of TKE in the atmosphere.

Finally, based on our model simulations, the impact of AH released over the urban area on the occurrence of pre-
cipitation with different intensities is also assessed by computing the probability distribution function (pdf) of pre-
cipitation rates over model grid cells based on their statistics for the whole integration period and for all members
of the ensemble integrations. Probability here is defined as the simulated occurrence counting all grid points, com-
pared to the total number of grid points times the number of output times. Figures 4a and 4b give pdfs, respec-
tively, of the precipitation, aggregated over nonurban and urban grid boxes, based on model runs with various
prescribed AH values. Comparison between the urban and nonurban statistics shows clearly that precipitation
intensities over urban area are much more sensitive to AH than those over nonurban locales. In particular, the
occurrence frequency of the urban rainfall rate lying within a particular range increases dramatically as a function
of AH. This is especially obvious for assigned AH greater than or equal to 250Wm�2 over (see bars with various
colors in Figure 4b). On the other hand, no such strong dependence on AH is found for nonurban rainfall.

We have also calculated the ratio of rain rate probability from various nonzero AH experiments to that with
AH= 0, as a function of the rain rate (see inserts of Figures 4a and 4b). Over nonurban grid cells, the ratios are
close to unity for all nonzero AH experiments. Over the urban area, the result is similar for moderate AH values
of 50 and 100Wm�2. However, for runs with AH= 250Wm�2 or more, this ratio for a particular value of pre-
cipitation rate is clearly greater than one. For instance, the likelihood of having rainfall rate of 75mmh�1 for
500Wm�2 (1000Wm�2) AH can be 3 (5) times of that for the zero AH case over urban area. It is interesting to
note that such a ratio appears to increase linearly as a function of the rain rate itself. It is also noteworthy that
the ratio above certain AH value is a an increasing function of the imposed AH; e.g., the ratio increases with
AH and the slopes for higher AH values are steeper (see slopes of various curves in the insert in Figure 4b).

For simulations with lower values of AH (e.g., 50 or 100Wm�2) the precipitation in the urban locales shows
slight decrease. The difference can be explained by the availability of less heat compared to higher AH values

Figure 3. Ratio of the standard deviation of PBL-averaged (a) turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and (b) Richardson flux number (Rif) during the 96 h period of 5 to 8 June
2008, for AH = 500Wm�2 to that for the AH = 0Wm�2 experiments. Standard deviations are based on all members of ensemble integrations for AH = 500Wm�2

and AH = 0Wm�2. See text for details.
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resulting in less buoyancy which produces weaker grid-scale vertical motion. Less production of turbulence
and hence less capability of such slightly buoyant air parcels to pick up moisture from the surface (wetlands,
sea, and vegetation, for example) plays an additional role.

Overall, it can be concluded that over urban locations, the overall precipitation increases as a function of
the AH flux. Moreover, the probability for a particular rain intensity to occur in the urban area is highly

Figure 4. Probability distribution of hourly precipitation rates within the rages of 15–25, 25–35, 35–45, 45–55, 55–65, 65–75,
75–85, 85–95, 95–105, 105–115, 115–125, 125–135, 135–145, and 145–155mmh�1 (denoted by 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, and 150mmh�1, respectively) over (a) nonurban and (b) urban grid boxes within the model
domain, based on precipitation outputs from all ensemble integrationmembers for AH= 0, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1000Wm�2,
throughout thewhole 96 h simulation period of 5 to 8 June 2008. Probability values for precipitation rates less than 15mmh�1,
as well as those for values larger than 155mmh�1, are not shown. Inserts in Figures 4a and 4b show probability of hourly
precipitation rates for AH= 50 (blue), 100 (red), 250 (grey), 500 (yellow), and 1000Wm�2 (green) runs divided by that for
AH= 0Wm�2, for different precipitation intensities, over nonurban and urban grid boxes, respectively.
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sensitive to AH. Compared to the zero AH case, a moderate to strong AH can bring a few-fold increase of
such probability of occurrence. More importantly, such sensitivity is also an increasing function of AH
value itself, meaning that the AH parameter tends to have even stronger impacts on rainfall belonging
to more extreme categories.

4. Concluding Remarks

By conducting model simulations of intense rainstorms in urban areas with varying degrees of urban activity
as described by the surface anthropogenic heat flux, we found that heavy precipitation rates are highly
sensitive to the magnitude of surface heat release. This sensitivity increases for higher precipitation rates
and does not manifest strongly if the surface heat release is not sufficiently large. This can be attributed to
the increase of mixing and buoyancy dominance within the lower atmosphere, which is conducive to
stronger convection and local precipitation in the heated areas. The investigation of remote effects has not
been in the scopeof this studybutwill be further investigated in future studies. The scalingbehavior indifferent
experiments indicate that highly urbanized regionsmay affect their local precipitationmicroclimatology once
exceeding certain a degree of urbanization.

These numerical experiments have been designed to identify whether human activities could possibly
impact on the local precipitation in urban areas. We indeed find hints that convective rainfall increases
depending on the amount of heat energy released at the surface.

It is also apparent that the PRD as a subtropical coastal megacity cluster has a special flavor to it in a meteor-
ological sense, as the warm subtropical sea supplies an inexhaustible pool of moisture. In particular, the
moisture content of buoyant flows in this region may differ from those in the midlatitude or inland regions,
where ocean temperatures and moisture availability are lower. We speculate that the total precipitation in
continental climates may be less sensitive to urban development, as insufficient external moisture is available
to generate additional precipitation. However, the intensity of heavy precipitation events may be affected.
More research needs to be conducted, in order to understand how urbanization might influence extreme
rainfall in different parts of the world, as well as the role of geographical settings, local climate, and various
meteorological and microphysical processes in determining the extreme characteristics.
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